I. Introduction
Some AI techniques are biology inspired computing as a neural network with a brain, Artificial Immune system with Immune system, Swarm with bees, fish or particle behavior and genetic algorithms with evolution soon. Generally, the simple example for that is the natural evolution by simple rules as crossover selection or mutation produces complex organisms.
Data integration is defined as the technique to integrate or collect data from different sources and merge them at one place and finally gives a virtual view to the users [2] . It involves combining data residing in different sources and providing users with a unified view of these data. This process becomes significant in a variety of situations. Data integration is a problem facing many organizations that wish to utilize Web data. The basic principle of data integration is to combine (integrate) selected information sources from a specific domain. We need to integrate data in order to facilitate complex queries and data exchange across multiple heterogeneous data sources. A problem of data integration is the treatment of conflicts caused by different modeling of real world entities, different data models or simply by different representations of one and the same object. Wrapper architecture [3] was used in providing data services which accomplish data integration tasks across heterogeneous data sources. But Wrapper implementation must be optimized to deal with relational database and xml documents. And it used certainly a simple form of queries without using any decision support system processes as data mining andOLAP.
There are different attempts for integration data by ontology-based as in reference [4] which was integrated only different databases. Also reference [5] had an attempt to integrated heterogeneous data without merging. But `that produces conflictresults.We will enhance the gene expression model as an Evolutionary Algorithm to be suitable for communication decision support system. The proposed method in this paper based on two main concepts Gene expression model (Genotype/ Phenotype system) and ontology-based. So we can classifySGEDSS as a new evolutionary algorithm. Gene expression programming is a genetic algorithm because it uses populations of individuals, selects them according to fitness, and introduces genetic variation using one or more genetic operators. Geneexpression model is much more accurate and stable than the ones based on genetic programming (GP) and linear regression (LR). The components of GE are Chromosome, Expression tree, Fitness function for classification and selection strategy.GE is a powerful method of prediction has been recently increased in many fields [6] .
The organization of this paper is as follow: section 2, represents reviews on Gene expression model (Genotype/ Phenotype system). In section 2.1, we represent the review on Chromosome (genome or genotype). In section 2.2, we represent the review on Expression tree (phenotype). In section 2.3, we represent the review on Fitness function for classification (maximum likelihood). In section 2.4, we represent the review on the selection strategy. In section 2.5, we represent the review on Somatic mutations. In section 3, we represent the review on ontology. In section 4, we represent the related reviews on current practices of ontology to supporting decision support system. In section 5, we represent The Proposed Methodology Semantic Gene Expression Decision Support System (SGEDSS). In section 6, we represent the Implementation and analysis of results. Finally, we present the Conclusion of thispaper.
II. Gene Expression Model (Genotype/ Phenotypesystem)
Gene Expression programming (GEP) is the learn algorithm which can determine the relationships between variables in datasets to build models explain these relations [7] . Genotype is the information about chromosomes structure in cells level. But phenotype is the actual observation properties. The relation between the genotype set and phenotype set called Genotype-phenotype map, where each genotype may have many phenotypes. The benefit of this model generally is the mapping between a different type of data which one is simple as genome and other is complex type as phenotype. Then the main two players in GEP system is genotype with fixed length and phenotype is trees with different sizes andshapes.
2.1Chromosome (genome orgenotype)
It is a packaged and organized structure contains most of the DNA of a living organism. It has all the same size [8] .
Expression tree (phenotype)
Phenotype is expression as tree with different size and shape. In our proposed model, we will substitute the tree with ontology-based [8] .
Fitness function for classification (maximumlikelihood)
We have multinomial categories with crisp classification for discrete data. So we select the maximum likelihood function. Suppose there is a sample (a1, a2…, an) of an independent distributed observations coming fromadistributionwithanunknownprobabilitydensityfunction 0 (.),where 0 belongstoacertainfamily of distributions { (. | ), } (where is a vector of parameters), so that = (. | 0 ). The value 0 is unknown and is referred to as the true value of the parameter vector. To use the method of maximum likelihood, one first specifies the joint density function for all observations. The joint density function for the sample (a)is: 
Selection strategy
As in biology certainly in cell level the selection based on the presence of a catalytic activity that provides a growth advantage to micro-organisms having that specific activity [9] .
Somaticmutations
Somatic mutations are mutations that are not inherited from the parents. Assuming that there is a fewer somatic mutations occur in normal cells. Somatic mutation data as well as other type of mutation data are sparse in character. We focus on reducing the effect of heterogeneity in the identification of similar certain data. In DSS we need somatic mutation to apply certain query in certain time withoutinheritance.
III. Ontology Based
Ontology is a term borrowed from philosophy that refers to describe the type of entities in the world and how they relate to each other. The concept of ontology was introduced in the AI field to support the sharing and reuse of formally represented knowledge among different AI systems. The usage of ontology is consistent with the definition since it is broken into simpler sets of such concept definitions and relations when being processed. Others presents ontology as a formal description that describes a concept in a particular domain (classes, called concepts), properties of each concept that describes the various features and attributes of the concepts (slots, called role or properties) and restriction on slots (facets, called role restriction). In other hand, ontology is a computer process able model of a specific domain [10] . It is a formal representation that consists of a set of concepts within a domain. The Hierarchical thinking is important in biological system so using ontology based as object oriented knowledge representation is suitable for using. To solve heterogeneity problem, we use ontology merging which is recognized as an important step in ontology engineering. Ontology extraction tools support the automatic extraction of concepts and/or their relations by applying some techniques such as natural language processing or machine learning. Ontology extraction tools extract for example, text, DB and spread sheet usingText2Onto, DB2OWL and mapping master respectively. That is in protégé editor [11] . DOI: 10.9790/0661-1804044652 www.iosrjournals.org 48 | Page
IV. Related work
In recent years, the ontology-based was used in different aims. Here, we discuss the use of ontologybased and gene expression in the decision support system. Generally, there is no standard method to use ontology for enhancing decision support system, so we present some works related in this field.
Authors in reference [12] proposed a compact representation for genome mutation. They used gene ontology (GO) with gene expression as it is, that is to apply mining tasks. Authors in reference [13] applied gene expression on a large number of genes (huge data) to classify the data. But reference [14] applied gene expression for clustering data by using K-means algorithm. Authors in reference [15] used ontology based as an input to bring more flexibility to decision support system. Authors in reference [16] proposed how to create ontology-based by protégé 3.4.2. They used the obtained ontology for decision making process. Also authors in reference [17] focused on using ontology to build knowledge-driven decision support system by using OWL rules and reasoning process of "Onto Diabetic system". The authors in reference [18] described a prototype called" security decision support system", where they used ontology as an input for a trust and security DSS to assist in the security decision making process but the used data is homogeneous. Also, we presented in reference [1] a general framework for different using of ontology based in DSS. In reference [19] one study proposed using ontology in different way by suggest rapid miner as ontology-based for data mining optimization ontology. In another study in reference [20] used data mining as DSS process in accessing to data set, where the data came from one source. Finally, references [21] 
The Proposed Methodology Semantic Gene Expression Decision Support System(SGEDSS)
This section presents SGEDSS phases as a semantic enhancement on the gene expression model (genotype/phenotype system) certainly for communication decision support system. That's to solve the problem of heterogeneous huge data sources. The application of the proposed methodology is restricted with ODSS framework [1] as shown in figure 1. ODSS consists of three phases: extraction knowledge from data sources, merging ontologies in universal ontology to create data warehouse ODWH and finally, compatible DSS processes as data mining or OLAP.
Fig 1: ODSS framework Then the phases of SGEDSS are:
The first phase is determination the two players Genotype (Chromosome) and Phenotype (Expression tree) where the phenotype has more than one genotype.
The second phase is mapping Genotype and Phenotype that's by merging technique to create Universal Ontology Data warehouse UODW. The benefit of this model generally is the mapping between heterogeneous data which one is simple Chromosomes (customer profile) and other is complex type as phenotype (Communication Ontology). We solve the redundancy which resulted from extraction knowledge from data sources; we use ontology merging which is recognized as an important step in ontology engineering. We merge ontologies resulting from extraction knowledge from data sources. Then filtering the redundancy from the merging of ontologies in the first phase and integrate the result to universal ontology data warehouse. Then we determine the data mart from UODW by classification mining technique.
The third phase is determining fitness function for classification to insert new discrete data in crisp classification that is by likelihood technique as presented in subsection 2.3. The fourth phase is selection phase that is to select data mart by Selection strategy SQWRL.The fifth phase is mutation phase in this phase the suitable chosen is a Somatic mutation, where, we focus on reducing the effect of heterogeneity in the identification of similar certain data. A somatic mutation data as another type of mutation data are sparse in character. We can apply a query to obtain some certain data without relations with each other.
The sixth phase is Compatible DSS Techniques as AHP, Expert system, OLAP or Data mining. In this phase, utilize the analytic hierarchy process (AHP) which is a structured technique for dealing with complex decisions, to make an optimal decision for satisfying the requirement of an individual consumer. The new generation of DSS techniques compatible with ontology as expert system tools that uses knowledge and inference procedures to solve problems that are difficult enough to require significant human expertise for their solution. OLAP is used to prepare data for analysis, so OLAP is a powerful tool to analyze and make a decision. fig2 presents the SGEDSS framework.
Fig 2: SGEDSS framework

V. Implementation and Analysis ofResults
This section presents the implementation of SGEDSS phases as a semantic enhancement on the gene expression model (genotype/phenotype system) certainly for communication decision support system. The gene expression model GEM has two inputs (genotype, phenotype) to obtain one model. But in our proposed system on SGEDSS contains two inputs (genotype, phenotype) but each could be merge different homogeneous sources. The output is list of models based on which decision we need to take. The same data solves many problems because our data is more dynamics. The data sources are divided into two main parts: structured data and unstructured data. That's to solve the problem of heterogeneous huge data sources. The above framework is applied on UCODW. For example, three different networks, each network has a huge data of customers and stream data from callings between different networks.
The first phase is determination the two players
The two players are Genotype (Chromosome) and Phenotype (Expression tree), where the Genotype is the customer profile and Phenotype is the calling numbers as shown in fig 3.   Fig 3: The sample of phenotype data (calling numbers)
The second phase is mapping Genotype and Phenotype
The data of Genotype and Phenotype are inserted directly using mapping DB2OWL and mapping master in protégé editor respectively, where the data is compressed in each column, so object oriented classification is equivalent to smart storage (speed optimized to query mode for data warehouse). To implement
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DOI: 10.9790/0661-1804044652 www.iosrjournals.org 50 | Page this phase, we use merging technique to create Universal Ontology Data warehouse UODW. That solves the redundancy which resulted from extraction knowledge from data sources; it uses ontology merging which is recognized as an important step in ontology engineering. The benefit of this model generally is the mapping between heterogeneous data which one is simple phenotype (Sheets of telephone numbers) and other is complex type as genotype (Communication Ontology). This paper solves the redundancy which resulted from extraction knowledge from data sources; it uses ontology merging which is recognized as an important step in ontology engineering. In the merging process, there is permission for using overlapping in order not to stop this process. Then merge ontologies resulting from extraction knowledge from data sources. Then we create the semantic data warehouse. The Figure 4 displays the ontology star schema for these data sources by using owl protégé editor.
Fig 4:
The ontology star schema for heterogeneous data sources
For example, we support x is the first network, f is the second network and r is the third network. y, g and s are the time of calling in the first, second and third networks respectively. z, h and t are the caller in the first, second and third networks respectively. a, b, c are the called number in the first, second and third networks respectively according to this queries: 
The third phase is determining fitness function for classification
To insert new discrete data in crisp classification that is by likelihood technique as represented in the section 2.3.
We applied different queries with and without classification phase. When we computed the run time which is resulting from SQWRL queries in each process as shown in fig 5, we found that without classification the runtime will be infinitetime.
Fig 5: TheComparing between processes with and without classification
The fourth phase is selection phase
That is to select data mart by Selection strategy SQWRL. The data mart is the class where there is the output of the query. When we converting data sources to ontology.
The fifth phase is mutation phase
In this phase the suitable chosen is Somatic mutation. Where, we focus on reducing the effect of heterogeneity in the identification of similar certain data. Somatic mutation data as well as other type of mutation data are sparse in character, we can apply query to obtain some certain data without relations with each other. Finally, for decision making we can apply the association rules for SWRL queries in the same time on any classes for universal communication ontology data warehouse (UCODWH), and this is an example for SQWRL queries of associationrules: Figure 6 shows the association rules results in the same time on any classes for universal communication ontology data warehouse (UCODWH) which are used for determining the relation among networks in decision making.
Fig 6:
The association rules results for all networks in the same time
VI. Conclusion And Furtherwork
This paper has proposed SGEDSS phases as a semantic enhancement on the gene expression model (genotype/phenotype system) certainly for communication decision support system based on ODSS. That's to solve the problem of heterogeneous huge data sources and reusability. This system consists of six phases: The first phase is determination the two players Genotype and Phenotype in a certain application. The second phase is mapping Genotype and Phenotype to produce universal ontology data warehouse UODW. This phase solves conflict problems and redundancy. The third phase is determining fitness function for classification as maximum likelihood. Without this phase, the runtime may infinite. The fourth phase is a selection in GES which means data marts in DSS. The fifth phase is somatic mutation phase which suitable for application without inheritance information. The final phase is selection DSS process as data mining. The proposed method SGEDSS can solve several mining tasks as association rules through huge data. It integrates the main components of the genotype/phenotype system with ontology-based to ameliorate the decision support system. Using ontology with gene expression on ODSS framework is more general and reusabilitysystem.
In the future, we will go to more generalization and reusability tool for SGEDSS and adapted ontology to solve big data problems. Also, we will apply our proposed method in different data types which need more analysis such as image, text and multimedia. Finally, we will enhance the system to suitable for continuous data with fuzzy not only crisp.
